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DEFINING EXPERIENCES FOR PLAYERS
WE WANT PLAYERS TO:
Better understand gambling, their own behavior, how to develop and
maintain positive play
Recognize risks, know about help resources, ability to access them
when needed
Believe that Hard Rock plays its role integrating the prevention and
mitigation of problem gambling

DEFINING EXPERIENCES FOR EMPLOYEES
WE WANT EMPLOYEES TO:
Support players by providing gambling literacy, assistance, referrals to help
Treat responsible gambling as a core part of exceptional customer service
Be empowered and prepared to effectively interact with customers
Feel greater levels of job satisfaction
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SUPPORTING ALL PLAYERS
Players have different risk/experience profiles, and different needs
Our role is to help prevent risks and mitigate harms

NEW

•
•
•
•

CASUAL

REGULAR

Education: facts and myths
Build healthy habits
Understand risks
Self-awareness of behavior

RISK

•
•
•
•

HARM

Recognize signs of problem
Awareness of supports
Encouragement to get help
Ability to stop gambling

OVERALL OBJECTIVES FOR PLAYERS
EXCLUSION &
COUNSELING
SERVICES

People who need
help can access
it successfully

People
experiencing
risk take
control of their
behavior

INTERACTIONS WITH
PLAYERS

Fewer people
develop risky
gambling habits

EFFECTIVE
PROGRAM =
BETTER
EXPERIENCE

Lower risk impacts
on communities
and families

EDUCATION &
AWARENESS

New gamblers
understand
risk, develop
healthy habits

Regular gamblers
are able to control
their gambling and
avoid risk

EMPLOYEE
TRAINING

ELEMENTS OF CULTURE
CUSTOMER SERVICE APPROACH
COLLABORATION
PLAYER EDUCATION
PUBLIC EDUCATION
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CUSTOMER SERVICE: Employee Training
Build skills and knowledge for guest-facing employees:
•
•

Respond to all player risk profiles, and “red-flag” behavior sign
Training is co-designed and is co-delivered with the Florida Council for
Compulsive Gambling and with Dr. Rory Reid, Department of Psychiatry—UCLA.
FRONTLINE FUNDAMENTALS

SUPERVISOR SUPPORT

• 30-minute online module for
guest-facing employees
• basics of problem gambling
• behavior signs that employees
observe
• what actions they can take, and
when to escalate to managers

•
•
•
•

2-hour classroom
Managers and supervisors
Interactive, role-play, scenarios
Build skills to interact with guests
showing risk/harm behavior signs
• Modelling behavior for team
members to build culture

TRAINING: Program Outputs
FRONTLINE FUNDAMENTALS

SUPERVISOR SUPPORT

13,000+ trained

~900 trained

9 properties to date

9 properties to date

2000 more to be trained by April

300 more to be trained by April

TRAINING: Program Outcomes
Aggregate Employee Survey Scores
All employees completed a 4 question survey—all scores are out of 5
4.6/5 = average score across all questions
“After completing the 30 min online
Frontline Fundamentals, I better
understand”

“After completing the classroom Supervisor
Support, I am better able to”

Basic facts about
The appropriate
problem gambling and information I need to
behaviors I observe in provide new, casual
gaming environments and regular players

Effectively interact
with and support
players showing
serious 'red-flag' signs

Make responsible
gaming
information/support
part of my job
providing exceptional
guest service

4.6/5

4.6/5

Running
Average
1 Strongly disagree

4.5/5

2. Disagree

4.5/5
LEGEND
3 Neutral

4. Agree

5. Strongly Agree
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OUTCOMES: Employee Feedback
• “Thank you! Excellent presentation.

• “It’s important that these tools translate to

• “Excellent approach to problem gambling!”

More than I anticipated. Engaging,

day-to-day operations and mold the

• “Great information to help clients.”

informative, and interesting”

culture.”

• “… very informative and will be very helpful

• “I have a better understanding that all
aspects of customer service are part of
my job.”
• “I am happy to hear the company will
back us up when we see a player who
needs help.”
• “The examples worked perfectly with
real life.”

99% of comments positive

• “Team learning is the right approach for
responsible gaming.”
• “Loved the activities, classroom sessions.

and useful.”
• “Very good training. Learned more about
different habits.”

This was so amazing.”
• “Great job with getting the team
engaged.”
• “… helped us understand fundamentals,
and how to handle tough situations.”
• “Gave me an idea on how to approach
difficult situations on the casino floor.”

COLLABORATION: Florida Council CG

COLLABORATION: Academic Research
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COLLABORATION: Community

PLAYER EDUCATION STRATEGY
NEW

CASUAL

REGULAR

RISK

HARM

WHAT IS IT?

WHO IS IT FOR?

WHAT’S DIFFERENT?

A comprehensive education
program of facts, tips,
information

ALL players:

Doesn’t look/sound like
“responsible gaming”

Inspires: learning about
games, positive play
habits, casino etiquette,
knowing yourself as a
gambler
Assists with: understanding
risks, know how to get help

» New, casual, seasoned
» Anyone who may need help
OBJECTIVES

Intriguing, relevant, adds to
player experience
Voice: speaks like a player

Prevent risks
Mitigate harms
Better player experience

Tone: fun, aspirational,
approachable,
strong, trustworthy

Build brand reputation

PLAYER EDUCATION SEGMENTATION

Players Edge
Content Categories

NEW

CASUAL

REGULAR

RISK &

HARM

GET COMFORTABLE WITH RULES
SEEN IN THE CASINO
LEARN THE ANGLES
MANAGING YOUR BANKROLL
GET AN EDGE
FROM THE EXPERTS

GET HELP IF
YOU NEED IT
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FEEDBACK ON
W HAT EM PLOYEES SAID:
“Excited for the new Player’s Edge!”
“Love the new look… the color scheme –
it’s really helpful.”
“I like the … card ideas to hand out.”
“I love the idea of branding”
“Player’s Edge is brilliant. I think it will
be a great result.”

W HAT PLAYERS SAID:
“It sounds cutting edge, like maybe I
can learn something, how to play…”
“There may be strategies I can use,
instead of just feeding the machine…”
“It sounds like a course, someplace
where you can learn…”
“It tells me I can always have an edge”

“Player’s Edge should include an app as

“Gives you the upper hand…”

part of the HRI brand.”

“Sounds like a players club…”

I really like the Player’s Edge
advertisements and info!

“There is a sense of power…”
“Excellence, security”

PLAYER EDUCATION: Industry Dialogue
PlayersEdge education program launch:
• October-December preview to players,
employees, stakeholders, industry: overwhelming
positive feedback
• December-February: properties received assets,
instruction, directives: go-live occurring on
gaming floors
~120 million media impressions, international
coverage

PUBLIC EDUCATION: “GAME PLAN CHALLENGE”
Educational program in high schools across the USA that promotes healthy ‘social & video gaming’
habits while educating on related aspects of gambling.
Co-branded partnership program: Florida Council for Compulsive Gambling, EduNetwork, a trusted
a national educational organization.
Objectives: Focusing on social & video gaming (e.g. Fortnite, Farmville, Minecraft) to:
• Inform teens on realities, risks of gaming; nurture healthy play habits; inspire dialogue
• Explain how these aspects of social gaming relate to gambling
• Issue is urgently topical
• Priority for expert groups like FCCG
• Today’s “digital native” teen cohort will some day be legal-aged gamblers—and will be shaped by
“social gaming” problems—so the industry should care about this issue
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How it Works:
• EduNetwork design program for educators to
use in classroom : m odules for teachers, creates
contest for students to enter
•

Students learn content, then enter contest to
create social m edia m essages to educate their
peers

•
•

Targets high schools across the USA
Contest-judging event with Hard Rock prizing

OUTPUTS:
•

20,000+ US high school students com pleted
curriculum

•
•

47 states participating
74 m illion m edia im pressions

THANK YOU

paul.pellizzari@hardrock.com
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